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MP3s Covering Everything You NeedMP3s Covering Everything You Need ......
to build confidence and be successful with your Reikito build confidence and be successful with your Reiki



MP3s for Beginners, Practitioners and MastersMP3s for Beginners, Practitioners and Masters
There are a couple of things that can really help people who are learning Reiki for the first time, or getting to
grips with Second Degree, or moving on as a Reiki Master, and they are: (1) Clear instructions and
explanations from a Reiki teacher that they can revisit and listen to more than once, gaining new insights
each time they listen, and (2) Guided meditations, helping beginners, practitioners and Masters to get to
grips with important meditations and energy exercises that help them to develop their Reiki ability and their
connection to and experience of the energy.

So over time I have put together a collection of a dozen audio programmes in MP3 format (some are availabe
as audio CDs too) which deal with all aspects of practising Reiki successfully, at all levels.

1. Listen to commentary CDs, where I talk you through the main concepts and practices of Reiki at the
different levels

2. Learn important principles that will take your Reiki to the next level
3. Get to grips with daily energy exercises and meditations, guided by my voice and gentle music
4. Carry out treatments, self-treatments and distant healing sessions, guided by my voice every step of

the way
5. Use a special "Music for Reiki" track, specially composed for using when you treat
6. Use Japanese Reiki meditations to deepen your experience of the energy
7. Carry out powerful inner work, to release negative emotions and limiting beliefs

 

Below I have put up some images so you can see the various titles that I have for you.

 

Click on any image to find out more and download your copy now.
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